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1. Malvern: a special place, the evidence around us

Theme Overview
Theme One - Malvern: a special place, the evidence around us
This theme explores what children already know about the history and geography
of Malvern and then moves on to explore buildings as a way of investigating the
contrasting features of Malvern.

A. Session Aims, Links and Resources
Session plans for
Theme One (T1)

Key Stage 1
Years 1 & 2

Key Stage 2
Years 3 & 4

Key Stage 2
Years 5 & 6

C1) Buildings Now and Then (Intro session suitable for all year
groups)
C2) Living in the
Past
Other ideas and
activities

C4) Working with
archive material

Buildings now and then; String Shapes; A Stained Glass
window for our time; Architecture; Street Names; Rose
Bank Gardens; The Priory; Malvern Station.

Aim of Sessions
Gain an overview of the history
of Malvern using sources, images,
photographs, documents and other
evidence.
Explore the chronology of Malvern.
Carry out a local historical study, ask
relevant questions about aspects of the
town that interest pupils.

Curriculum links
History
Key Stage 1 Years 1 and 2
Changes within living memory - where
appropriate, these should be used to
reveal aspects of change in national life.
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C3) Mapping
Malvern

Events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally.
The lives of significant individuals in the
past who have contributed to national
and international achievements, some
should be used to compare aspects of
life in different periods.
Significant events, people and places in
their locality in History.
Key Stage 2 Years 3, 4, 5 and 6
Pupils should continue to develop a
chronologically secure knowledge and
understanding of British, local and world
history, establishing clear narratives
within and across the periods they study.
They should note connections, contrasts
and trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms. They
should regularly address and sometimes
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devise historically valid questions about
change, cause, similarity and difference,
and significance. They should construct
informed responses that involve
thoughtful selection and organisation
of relevant historical information. They
should understand how our knowledge
of the past is constructed from a range
of sources.
Arts Award
Discover A and B
Explore A and B

Provided archive bundle
• Photographs, images and documents
• Maps
• Old and new photographs of the
same buildings showing people.
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B. Background information
The background information for this
session focuses on Malvern’s buildings
and architecture. The background
information on other topics in this
resource could equally be used to
generate an exhibition or creative
response.
The Priory Church
In the Domesday Book (1086), Malferna
is listed as a woodland. Around 1085, a
community of Benedictine monks began
to build a Priory on land gifted by King
Edward the Confessor and so Great
Malvern Priory was founded.

The Priory Church

The Priory was extended in the fifteenth
century, with two impressive stainedglass windows donated by Henry VII
and the Duke of Gloucester (later
Richard III). When Henry VIII separated
the English church from the control of
the Pope in Rome he destroyed other
religious buildings (the Dissolution of
the Monasteries around 1540) but the
people of Great Malvern wanted to
save their Priory. In the new Church of
England, established by Henry VIII, they
raised £20 to buy the Priory Church,
and so the magnificent medieval glass
survives today.
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Because the people of Malvern saved
the Priory, it is an important place,
holding lots of clues to medieval life in a
monastery. As a result, inside visitors can
see examples of Britain’s best medieval
glass, and an extraordinary collection of
medieval tiles and misericords (or ‘mercy
seats’) from 14th and 15th centuries. The
seats are called mercy seats because
when the seats were up, they provided
support for monks to lean against during
the long services. There are two sets of
misericords. Look carefully and see if the
children can spot differences.
The first are from 14th century, showing
mythical creatures and scenes from
everyday life. The second, from the 15th
century, show images linked to work
associated with different months, a sort
of calendar.
The original Priory was built for a
community of up to 30 Benedictine
Monks. The rule of St Benedict required
that they spent around seven hours per
day in study and prayer, and up to nine
hours per day working on manuscripts,
growing food, caring for the sick or
providing hospitality to travellers. The
monastery included gardens, domestic
buildings such as kitchens and sleeping
areas (where the Abbey Hotel now
stands), an infirmary, and a large
‘Guesten Hall’ for welcoming visitors.
The Priory Gatehouse
Great Malvern’s Priory and associated
buildings began in 1085 and would have
included an Infirmary, a Guesthouse,
a range of domestic buildings and a
Gatehouse. The Gatehouse was built in
1480; the original porters ‘squint’ (a slit for
viewing visitors before opening the door)
and the large oak gateposts survive.
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Standing Cross
Of around 12,000 standing crosses built
across the country in the Medieval
period, only 2,000 survive. They acted
as boundary markers, procession
points, and sites for preaching or other
community activities.

The Priory Gatehouse

The Gatehouse has been restored and
extended many times since, while other
remnants of the Priory, such as the Lady
Chapel and Cloisters, were lost. Now
it is the only survivor, besides the Priory
Church, of the Medieval monastery. In
the late 1970s an ice cream van crashed
into the arch; a chunk of missing stone
shows the impact.

Malvern’s Standing Cross is a good
example in its original location. The
medieval base and column were
heavily restored during the Victorian era,
when a new cross head was also fitted,
replacing a sun dial which had topped
the monument since the 18th century.
Today Malvern’s standing cross remains
a focus for shared worship, with Christians
from local churches gathering here on
Good Friday. This also raises questions
around what is genuinely old and what is
replica.
Malvern’s Victorian Boom
In the mid 1800s, Malvern developed into
a thriving town as a result of three things:
• In 1842, Drs Wilson and Gully chose
Malvern for their Water Cure practice.
Thousands of people came to the
town for treatment (see Theme Three,
The Water Cure)
• Lady Emily Foley who was Lady of
the Manor of Great Malvern and
developed a philanthropic interest in
the town
• The railway reached Worcester and
Malvern in 1860. The first train reached
Great Malvern Station in September
1861, opening up the town to the
ever expanding rail network.

Malvern’s Standing Cross

Wealthy Water Cure doctors built homes
and practices. Most of the buildings
associated with the Water Cure are now
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Abbey Street, Malvern in Victorian times

hotels. The buildings were along Belle
Vue Terrace, the junction of Grange
Road and Abbey Road, and College
Road.
Lady Foley developed parts of the Foley
Estate with avenues of grand villas. Lady
Foley had high standards and each villa
had to have space to turn a carriage. At
a time when many women had little or
no power, Lady Foley was a remarkable
woman. The influence of her strict
planning regulations can still be seen in
Malvern today.
Both Great Malvern station and, next to
it, the Imperial Hotel, designed by E.W.
Emslie with features by William Forsyth,
were built at this time. Lady Foley had
a special waiting room at the station
so she could avoid the Malvern and
Ledbury tunnels and join the train here
on her way to London.
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Great Malvern Station
When the railway came to Malvern
in 1860, the stations for both Malvern
Link and Great Malvern were simple,
temporary structures. E. W. Elmslie, the
architect created the important historic
station we see today.

Great Malvern Station

William Forsyth designed the sculpture
and his rich decoration of flowers and
foliage add a flourish to the slim cast iron
columns.
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Known locally as ‘The Worm’, this unusual
tunnel protected travellers as they
moved from platform to hotel. The Worm
had stone floors, gas lamps and glazed
rooflights.

Cast iron columns decorated with flowers

Elmslie’s masterpiece was the Imperial
Hotel (now Malvern St James School).
At the time it was the UK’s only hotel
lit by incandescent gas. It had its own
pool for the Water Cure, and dining
room seating for 100. Passengers had
the convenience of using an illuminated
tunnel linking the platform directly with
the hotel’s reception (known locally as
The Worm).

The Mount and Lawnside Schools
Some of Malvern’s largest buildings were
originally hotels for the thousands of
patients and spa visitors taking the Water
Cure. When the Water Cure came to
an end, many of these hotels became
private schools.
Miss Rosa Burley, the Headmistress of
The Mount, a school for girls on Albert
Road North, invited Elgar to teach at the
school. Before long, Rosa Burley became
a family friend of the Elgars, and she and
Elgar often cycled the hills and lanes
together.

The Worm
‘On alighting from the railway
carriage ... the intending visitor
will be directed to a covered way
leading from the platform to the
hotel. Unpleasant exposure to
wind, rain or other inclemency of
weather will thus be prevented.’
Worcestershire Chronicle, June 1862

The Worm today

Lawnside Grove

Lawnside School was made up of
several large houses including Lawnside
Grove (now Elmslie House), built by E.
W. Elmslie in 1862. Headmistress Winifred
Barrows invited Sir Barry Jackson to use
Lawnside’s facilities to host producers
and performers during the Malvern
Festivals of 1929-39. George Bernard
Shaw, J. B. Priestley, Dame Laura Knight
and others visited often. Today Malvern is
often used to test theatrical productions
before they move to the West End.
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C. Session Structures
Teachers can revisit these ideas in two-year cycles or with different year groups. The
sessions start very simply looking at how we know if buildings are old, similarities and
differences and go on to look at fieldwork and an exploration of archive material.

T1 C1) Introduction: Buildings now and then (All year groups)
Overall time to complete: 30 – 90 minutes

Introduction (5 minutes)
Aim: to find out what pupils know about Malvern.
• Do they know what Malvern is famous for?
• Do they know any stories about Malvern?
Gather feedback.
• What do they like about their town?
Explain that pupils will explore the history of Malvern. The starting point will be to
look at the buildings in Malvern.

Photography Activity (20 minutes)
Give the children (in groups of four or five) photographs of Malvern as it is now.
Do they recognise the buildings, their purpose and where they are? Ask them to
sort the pictures into two piles; one for old buildings and one for new or (for older
children) ask them to put the photos/images in order from oldest to most recent.
• Which buildings in Malvern are old?
• Which are new?
• How can we tell?
Next explore the individual buildings
• What are these buildings?
• What is similar and different about the buildings?
• Where are these buildings?
Now hand out images from the past of the same buildings. Ask:
• What is the same or similar about these buildings?
• What has changed or is different?
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Malvern Priory and Abbey Boarding House (T1C1 and T1C4)

Malvern Abbey (T1C1 and T1C4)
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Victorian Street Scene (T1C1 and T1C4)

Malvern Museum, Priory Gatehouse, Abbey Rd, Malvern (T1C1 and T1C4)
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Water Cure hospitals and the Priory (T1C1 and T1C4)

The Establishment (T1C1 and T1C4)
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The Unicorn Inn (T1C1 and T1C4)

The Unicorn Inn (1960s) (T1C1 and T1C4)
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Role Play Activity (15 minutes)
Look at the people in the Victorian street scene. (Archive Bundle 4: Scenes from
Malvern, P24).
How are these people similar or different to the people we see today?
Use role play and drama to support young people to create a freeze frame or
scene from one of the photographs. Talk about the people in the photographs,
where might they have lived? What might they have done for a living? What
about their families? What about hobbies? How does this compare to the
children’s lives today?

Create a Timeline of Malvern’s Buildings (20 minutes)
Put the images of buildings in chronological order. Peg them on a line.
Or
Create a timeline by using the silhouettes of the buildings and piecing them
together.
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T1 C2) Living in the past – Year 1 and 2
Overall time to complete: 20 – 30 minutes

Ask the children to choose a time period when they would like to live (from the
images).
Ask the children to draw a house where they might have lived in the past.
Ask them to draw the sort of clothes they might have worn. Would the clothes
have been the same for everyone?
What sort of transport? (Donkeys, horses and carriages, trains, cars?).
Imagine a Victorian visitor (or a person from the old photographs) were able to
travel forward in time and arrive in Malvern today. What would seem similar and
different to him or her? What might be very familiar?

Donkey boys and girls and their customers (T1C2 and T1C4)
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T1 C3) Mapping Malvern – Year 3 and 4
Overall time to complete: 30 – 40 minutes

Maps (10 minutes)
Ask children to look at the Route to the Hills maps of the town.
Start a discussion about the maps. Make sure children know what they are
looking at and understand how to read a map. Also discuss the difference
between an online map and paper maps. Give the children the maps.
• What is similar or different about these maps to modern maps (atlases or
online)?
• Can they name the roads?
• Do the street names give any clues to Malvern’s past?
• Are there more or fewer roads now than in the past? Why might this be?
• How important/big are the roads? How do we know?

1888 Map of Malvern (T1C3)

1905 Map of Malvern (T1C3)
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Grids (15 minutes)
How difficult is it to find places on the map or be clear about where places are
on the map? (Again make the comparison between online and paper maps).
What might make this easier?
Draw a grid on acetate or tracing paper, place it over the map.
Introduce the six-figure reference number system.
Ask children to find places using their grids and reference numbers.
Ask each group of children to select a landmark and provide a grid reference.
See if the other children can find the object the children have marked.

Traffic Survey Design (10 minutes)
Ask pupils to suggest places that might be good locations to carry out a traffic
survey on each map. What should children think about to get the best results?
How safe are the locations they have chosen? (Can they be seen? Can they see
where traffic is coming from? Are there safe places to stand? Are there barriers to
protect them?)

Traffic in the Past (5 minutes)
What sort of transport might have been in the town 100 years ago?
How might most people have travelled?
What evidence is in the town to suggest how people travelled? (donkey stands,
the station, the sweeping carriage drives in the villas).
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T1 C4) Working with archive material – Year 5 and 6
Overall time to complete: 40 – 50 minutes

Sources (5 minutes)
Introduce some of the documents from the archive. They are largely
photographs or postcards. Explain that these are sources. Route to the Hills has
used sources to create the stories for visitors and people who live in the town. The
monoliths, plaques and studs are interpretations. They are ways of sharing stories
based on the evidence of the sources. Discuss reliable sources of information and
unreliable sources.
•
•
•
•

Archive Bundle 1: Festival
Archive Bundle 2: Station
Archive Bundle 3: The Water Cure
Archive Bundle 4: Scenes from Malvern

Explain what the different sorts of documents are, why and where they are
stored. Discuss different ways pupils can find out more about Malvern and the
people who lived here from sources.
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Archive Bundle 1: Festival

Malvern Festival (T1C4)

Reverse side of postcard for Malvern Festival (T1C4)
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Malvern Festival (T1C4)
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Archive Bundle 2: Station

Malvern Station Staff 1878 (T1C4)

Reverse of photograph of Malvern Station Staff 1878 (T1C4)
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Toposcope Postcard (T1C4)

Reverse of Toposcope Postcard (T1C4)
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Archive Bundle 3: The Water Cure

Water Cure Cartoons (T1C4)

Water Cure Cartoons (T1C4)
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Toposcope Postcard (T1C4)

Reverse of Toposcope Postcard (T1C4)
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Archive Bundle 4: Scenes from Malvern

Malvern Priory and Abbey Boarding House (T1C1 and T1C4)

Water Cure hospitals and the Priory (T1C1 and T1C4)
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Victorian Street Scene (T1C1)
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A Malvern Story (15 - 35 minutes)
Pupils will use the activity bundles to tell a story about Malvern. They can:
• Use role-play and drama to create a scene from one of the documents or
photographs. Their scene must involve characters, speech and an event/or
turning point.
What are the illustrations like? In the classroom support pupils to create a similar
image but from today.
To summarise
• What do they now know about Malvern?
• How can they find out more?
• Invite them to start to think about creating an exhibition or display. What do
they think they might include in their exhibition about Malvern? Who will their
exhibition be for? How would they like to learn about Malvern’s history?
Use the Creating an Exhibition resource to help pupils form their ideas.
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D. Ideas for Themed Site
Visits
To bring this topic to life teachers can
take children on themed walks around
Malvern. The following ideas can be
used to introduce the topic of Malvern
as a special place, for inspiration part
way through the topic or to summarise
learning. See the Themed Trails section
of the website for route maps, plans
and example risk assessments to help
plan the logistics of a visit based on this
theme.

class frieze. By adding tabs or folds, the
buildings can be made to stand out
from the background, giving a three
dimensional effect.
Compare stoneware, architectural
design, roofs, ironwork.
Pupils can sketch the skyline or some of
the buildings that interest them.
Encourage pupils to look at all of
the buildings, from shop fronts to
architectural detail higher up, to roofs.
Looking up usually provides the greatest
evidence in older buildings.

The themed trail map

Buildings now and then
Go on an historic trail to spot some of the
buildings they have seen in photographs
explored in the introductory session to
this theme.
•
•
•
•

The Priory Church
The Priory Gatehouse
The Standing Cross
Great Malvern Station (and the
Worm)
• The Mount and Lawnside Schools.
Draw silhouettes of one or more
buildings, sketching details they find
interesting (each should try to draw
something different). Once the whole
group are back together help them to
draw the silhouette as large as possible
onto black paper. Cut out the silhouettes
and put them together to create a

Lawnside Grove

Strong shapes
The architecture in the town provides
great subject matter for strong shape
artwork. The stonework in Elmslie’s
architecture echoes stained glass
window designs with the different shapes
and strong mortar lines. Ask the children
to look at the different types of designs
in the buildings. What gives Malvern its
character? The stone; the tiles on the
roofs; the paintwork; brass railings; the
lamps; something else?
The beautiful stained glass windows in
the Priory are an obvious place to start
when looking for inspiration around
shape, light and colour. Having explored
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the science, children can explore the
colours, the shapes and the stories
depicted through the windows. They
can also explore the shapes used to
create the images in the windows and
the techniques used to colour the glass.

Architecture
Focus on the architecture of the
buildings. Ask young people to look
carefully for any carvings, engravings
or patterns. Make sure that they
photograph or sketch some of these.
They could then develop further work
designing and making their own
architectural features.
Create a treasure hunt using close up
details from architectural features or
designs in the town. Who can find these
features? Perhaps pupils could write
clues.

The Priory interior

A stained glass window for our time
Older children can look at light and its
properties. They can also look at the
tracery and how this is used to hold the
stained glass windows in place. Younger
children can design their own windows
with tracery, colour and symbols for
stories. They may design a window to tell
the story of their community. All children
may write a story about life in Malvern
and create a stained-glass window using
coloured tissue paper and shapes cut
out of paper to create the tracery.

The Priory Church

Street Names
Gather different street names that give
clues to the past e.g. Victoria Road,
Priory Road, Edith Walk, Church street,
Albert Road, Imperial Road, etc. As
a whole group use these names and
words to create a poem about the local
area.

Rose Bank Gardens (to look over
Malvern)

Stained glass window in the Priory
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Start at Rose Bank Gardens and look
down over Malvern noting different
buildings and styles of buildings. Can the
children spot buildings they have looked
at in the old photographs?
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The Priory

Malvern Station

Take a closer look at the architecture
of the Priory. Pupils can look at features
inside and out.

Malvern Station is one example of
Elmslie’s work. This can be explored as an
example of architecture that is special to
Malvern.

This is a great place to look at different
features from the stained glass to
gargoyles, the wooden roof panels to
the misericords. The Priory also has a
unique collection of medieval tiles. These
features can all tell stories.

Elmslie designed station platform

Wooden roof tiles in the Priory Church

Decorative sculptures designed by William Forsyth

Gargoyles in the Priory roof

A train pulls into Malvern station

The organ
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Copyright
Copyrights of all materials published
on this site are retained by the authors,
creators and/or publishers and it is
not our intention to infringe them.
We ask that users of this site and
resource equally respect those rights
by crediting authors, creators and/
or publishers when using materials
sourced from this site in any subsequent
writing or posts on other websites.
The authors have endeavoured to
find sources and seek permission to
reproduce photographs, postcards,
documents, maps and images. We
will happily take down any images
immediately if so required.
We are grateful to Malvern Library and
Malvern Museum for their support in
creating this resource.
Copyright © Nigel Hooton All Rights
Reserved
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